In the opinion of the appraiser, the following are the characteristics of the stone, or stones, described on the attached report as based on measurements and also on observations made (10X magnified) and in the Diamond Lite, utilizing master comparison Stones. Mounted stones graded only to the extent that mounting permits examination.

**DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLE(S):**

**Ladies Diamond Ring:**
One ladies custom 18kt white gold ring mounting with 18kt yellow gold trim weighing 7.50 grams containing one round brilliant cut diamond (described below) set center top in a custom 18kt white gold six pronged top with eight additional smaller princess brilliant cut diamonds all channel set in side shank of the ring.

Reference EGL Certificate No. NA TH031328702

**SHAPE AND CUT:**

**ROUND BRILLIANT CUT**

**MEASUREMENTS:**

- Weight: 2.98ct
- Depth: 60.4%
- Table: 64.5%
- Girdle: Thin to Thick / Faceted
- Culet: Very Small

**FINISH:**

- Polish: Very Good
- Symmetry: Good

**CLARITY GRADE:**

VS 2

**COLOR GRADE:**

H to I

**FLUORESCENCE:**

Medium Blue

**COMMENTS:** Mounting also contains eight princess brilliant cut diamonds weighing approximately .65ct total weight all with an average clarity grade of (SI 2 to I 1) and an average color grade of (H I J).

Extra Facet, Pin Point, Nick on Girdle Edge

Mounting is stamped 18kt. / Total Diamond Weight, 3.63ct

**ESTIMATED RETAIL REPLACEMENT VALUE:** $32,700.00

***THE LISTED VALUES FOR REPLACEMENT IN THE EVENT OF A LOSS ARE OFFERED TO GIVE THE OWNER SUFFICIENT PROTECTION TO RECOVER LIKE QUALITY AND VALUE AND SIMILAR STYLING AND DO NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE ORIGINAL PURCHASE PRICE OR PREVIOUS APPRAISALS. IT MUST BE REALIZED THAT MANY ITEMS OF JEWELRY CANNOT BE REPLACED DUE TO FOREIGN MANUFACTURE OR A VARIETY OF OTHER REASONS. THEREFORE, VALUES ARE DETERMINED TO PERMIT SATISFACTORY REPLACEMENT WITH A SIMILAR ITEM OF EQUAL VALUE***
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APPRAISAL REPORT FOR INSURANCE PURPOSES

DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLE(S):
Gents (Patek Philippe) Wrist Watch:
One mans (Patek Philippe) (Wempe W-125) very rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant 18kt white gold polished and brushed wrist watch with semi-instantaneous digital triple date annual calendar and moon phase. Skeleton style case back and screw down winding crown, with sapphire crystals and concave setting lugs with white gold (dauphine) hands.

Style No. W 125 / 5125G-010
Serial No. 075/125
Movement No. 3360212 / 35 Jeweled
Case No. 4213438 / 18kt
Caliber No. 315 S QA LU – 35 R
Dial No. 640HG DISQ. ANG
Circa 2003

Comments:

TOTAL ESTIMATED RETAIL REPLACEMENT COST: $72,000.00

APPRAISAL REFERENCE NO. ACSJHILL10

SAMPLE

*** THE LISTED VALUES FOR REPLACEMENT IN THE EVENT OF A LOSS ARE OFFERED TO GIVE THE OWNER SUFFICIENT PROTECTION TO RECOVER LIKE QUALITY AND VALUE AND SIMILAR STYLING AND DO NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE ORIGINAL PURCHASE PRICE OR PREVIOUS APPRAISALS. IT MUST BE REALIZED THAT MANY ITEMS OF JEWELRY CANNOT BE REPLACED DUE TO FOREIGN MANUFACTURE OR A VARIETY OF OTHER REASONS. THEREFORE, VALUES ARE DETERMINED TO PERMIT SATISFACTORY REPLACEMENT WITH A SIMILAR ITEM OF EQUAL VALUE
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